
Smart Reach®Hotspot™
Enable Wi-Fi connectivity on your school bus

Data Plan Options
Offering multiple carriers on one 
device with automatic failover 
for extreme robust connectivity 
and coverage. This FirstNet ready 
router also enables out-of-the-box 
access to FirstNet and Band 14 
with the use of a FirstNet SIM card. 

Summer Suspension
Ability to pause service during 
the summer - ensuring you only 
have service when you need and 
not when you don’t. 

Enhanced Security
Enterprise class security and 
content filtering capable of full 
CIPA (Children’s Internet  
Protection Act) compliance.

Provide internet access to up to 
100 students on-board or within 
300ft. of the bus for distance or 
mobile learning.

Help underserved students 
access educational content

Maximize commute time 
with mobile classroom

Enable your school bus to provide internet 
access to students within 300ft. of the bus. 
Includes a cellular router with external 
antenna and data plan. 

FirstNet Ready
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 § This high bandwidth solution enables the school bus as a Wi-Fi Hotspot, while also 
providing the foundation necessary to activate any of the following Safe Fleet solutions: 

 § Wireless Video Downloads

 § Live GPS and Fleet Tracking

 § Live Video Streaming

 § Pre-and Post-Trip Inspections

 § Student Management

 § COVID-19 Student Contact Tracing

Enable Wi-Fi Connectivity on 
your School Bus
Continuous learning through broadband internet access in a secure 
environment

Ruggedized Cellular /Wi-Fi Router and Antenna:

Dual Carrier for Best Coverage Option:

Multiple Users with Enhanced Range:

Captive Portal:

Enables Additional Fleet Functionality: 

 § 4 Ethernet ports with powerful Wi-Fi and 6-in-one dome external antenna.

 § Capability to provide auto-coverage adjustment using smart DUAL-SIM technology. 
If one carrier LTE signal is weak in one particular area, the router will adjust to use the 
backup SIM carrier with better coverage.

 § Up to 100 users connected through a single router to a range of up to 300ft.

 § Simplified and secure Wi-Fi login displayed to newly connected users


